
Testing for COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) in Pathology Queensland 

All Public and Private Pathology laboratories in Australia and Queensland are testing 

SARS-CoV-2 to the Australian National standard. Further, the Series of National 

Guidelines define how COVID-19 is diagnosed. PCR Testing is one of several 

methods used by medical practitioners in the diagnosis of COVID-19. 

PCR testing is highly specific, and a positive result indicates with a very high degree 

of confidence the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Diagnoses of COVID-19 and a 

decision about infectivity are made by physicians, informed by PCR results and many 

other pieces of information. 

Queensland was one of the first health jurisdictions in the world to have a reliable 

and accurate testing regime in place for COVID-19. It’s very uncommon for these 

tests to return an incorrect result, but it’s important to remember that issues can 

occur in all types of testing. To account for this, if there are doubts about the 

accuracy of a test result, a doctor may ask for a test to be repeated or new specimen 

re-tested. 

To monitor how effective and safe the tests are, the Therapeutic Goods 

Administration 10are receiving evidence regularly from people using the tests. 

The table below indicates the appropriate test and specimen to use according the 

clinical situation 

Identification of acute SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) infection is made by Nucleic Acid 

Testing (NAT) on respiratory tract sampling. The sensitivity of testing depends on the 

stage of disease, nature of the swab used, quality of sample collected and assay 

performance.  

Self-collection of nose and throat swabs can be used for respiratory virus NAT. The 

validity of self-swabbing for influenza has been reviewed and suggests reasonable 
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sensitivity (pooled estimate 87%) compared to swabs taken by healthcare workers 

(HCWs). This approach was suggested for use in influenza research, and 

surveillance and studies. Throat washes, saliva samples and gargles have also been 

used for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 with reasonable efficacy.  

This includes monitoring hospitalised patients already known to be NAT positive, and 

for influenza and respiratory tract bacteria. Self -collection of respiratory tract swabs 

has been used in the current SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, particularly in busy screening 

clinics, or in the context of reduced availability of personal protective equipment 

(PPE). Laboratory validation of self-collected samples for the identification of SARS-

CoV-2 is limited but shows reasonable concordance with HCW swabbing. 

Without care and training, self -collection in the home environment may pose issues 

of contamination of collection material and transport packaging. 
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Nucleic acid testing for SARS-CoV-2 

The diagnostic test of choice for acute symptomatic COVID-19 disease is nucleic 

acid testing (NAT) performed on an appropriately collected upper or lower 

respiratory tract sample. NAT is performed using either in-house real-time 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) with SARS-CoV-2 specific probes, or 

commercial assays. In-house RT-PCR assays were used in the early stages of 

COVID-19 outbreak in Australia, but increasingly commercial assays have become 

available.   

In Queensland NAT using real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is still the 

method of choice to detect SARS-CoV-2 during the acute illness. The PHLN (Public 

Health Laboratory Network) describes specific diagnostic test approaches for SARS-

CoV-2 below in broad terms. There is significant variation in PCR assays employed 

by different PHLN member laboratories and non-PHLN laboratories. Commercial 

NAT assays have been available for SARS-CoV-2 testing in Australia since March 

2020.  

In the early phases of the pandemic, before commercial assays were available, the 

PHLN member laboratories and Pathology Queensland designed their own specific 

RT-PCR primer sets or implemented primer sets. 

Leading international coronavirus reference laboratories recommended these primer 

sets to the World Health Organization (WHO) to detect SARS-CoV-2. Well pedigreed 

PCR primer sets, probes and protocols are available from the WHO/ European Viral 

Archive (Eva). During this stage, NAT was generally done as a twostep process with 

an initial screening, followed by a confirmatory test.  

Complementary DNA (cDNA) synthesized from the VIDRL SARS-CoV-2 is now 

available to all PHLN member laboratories as a test positive control. Synthetic 

positive control material in the form of nucleic acid templates is also available 

through WHO. 

Most diagnostic laboratories in Pathology Queensland now employ mainly 

commercial developed assays for testing. The turnaround times are less than 24 

hours after the laboratory receives a specimen. Faster turnaround times can be 

achieved when using rapid, but low throughput, RT-assays.  

To minimise the risks of false positive results in low prevalence settings, confirming 

positive results is done with either: 

• RT-PCR assays detecting a different target gene (particularly for assays with a

single target); or

• sequencing (see below).
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Find further PHLN guidance on NAT result interpretation at PHLN guidance on 

nucleic acid test result interpretation for SARS-CoV-2. 

The RCPAQAP, with Australian Government support, offers a SARS-CoV-2 specific 

NAT QAP. This proficiency testing program (PTP) supplements previous SARS-CoV, 

MERS-CoV and other coronaviruses PTP.  

There are different types of nucleic acid tests that can be used to detect SARS-CoV-

2 viral RNA, including reverse transcriptase (RT) polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

and isothermal nucleic acid amplification tests (e.g., loop-mediated isothermal 

amplification (LAMP) tests). PCR tests are generally considered better at detecting 

the presence of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and are currently the gold standard for 

diagnosis of COVID-19. 

PCR assays typically take several hours (including specimen processing time) to 

generate results and require complex laboratory equipment and trained technicians. 

There are now some near patient SARS-CoV-2 PCR instruments available that can 

be used outside of a laboratory. These systems can provide quicker results but 

cannot do as many tests at once. 

Consecutive negative PCR tests in a previously positive individual are currently being 

used as criteria when considering release from isolation in certain cases. However, 

this may change with increasing knowledge around SARS-CoV-2. National guidelines 

for public health units can be found on the Department of Health's website(link is 

external). 

The Peter Doherty Institute for Infection and Immunity has completed a validation 

study of the Beijing Genomics Institute SARS-CoV-2 Real time PCR test kit and 

associated instrumentation and reagents(link is external). RTI R
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The general public may find the following website really useful; it provides advice 

about testing for coronavirus (COVID-19) in Queensland. It is aptly titled Everything 

you ever wanted to know about testing for coronavirus (COVID-19) in Queensland, 

found here.  

The PCR Sensitivity/cycle thresholds vary depending on the commercial or IVD 

assay used. Please refer to each of the commercial assays listed in 3b. 

The cycle threshold (CT) is an important metric in understanding the PCR test for 

detection of the virus which causes COVID 19 . The more virus present, the lower the 

CT. The upper limit of a CT value which is considered a positive test is specified by 

the manufacturers of commercial PCR tests and the exact value can vary slightly. 

Where tests are developed in house, a careful evaluation is conducted before the 

test is used for patient diagnosis. 

Most patients with the recent onset of symptoms have a low cycle threshold with little 

doubt regarding the validity of the test. 

High CT values may reflect early infection, late infection or sometimes a false positive 

result. Clinicians look at the whole picture (history and examination of the patient, 

epidemiology, antibody response) in order to establish what is the likely scenario. 

High CT values at the limit of detection of the test are not common. 

All testing is performed within the approved Pathology Queensland Laboratory 

Information System (LIS) within Queensland Health in line with Queensland Health 

and Queensland Government guidelines. Access to information is controlled as per 

https://www.health.qld.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/439164/doh-privacy-

plan.pdf 

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/phln-guidance-on-laboratory-

testing-for-sars-cov-2-the-virus-that-causes-covid-19 

There is a different testing protocol depending on the testing method as listed below. 

All testing protocols are performed to the manufactures requires as per TGA and 

Australian NATA Requirements for Accreditation. 

What is the current cycle threshold used in our PCR testing? 

The PCR sensitivity/cycle thresholds vary depending on the commercial or in vitro 

diagnostic device (IVD) assay used. The commercial assays used by Pathology 

Queensland for SAR-CoV-2 testing are listed below. Specific information about each 

assay can be found on the manufacturer’s webpage. 
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Manufacturer Australian sponsor Name of test Date approved for 

supply 

Cepheid (USA) Cepheid Holding Pty Ltd Xpert®Xpress SARS-CoV-2 22/03/20 

Roche Molecular 

Systems Inc (USA) 

Roche Diagnostics Australia Pty 

Ltd 

cobas® SARS-CoV-2 20/03/20 

Hologic Inc (United 

States of America) 

Hologic (Australia & New 

Zealand) Pty Ltd 

Aptima® SARS-CoV-2 29/06/20 

Hologic Inc (United 

States of America) 

Hologic (Australia & New 

Zealand) Pty Ltd 

Panther Fusion® SARS-CoV-2 20/03/20 

BGI Europe A/S 

(Denmark) 

BGI Health (AU) Company Pty 

Ltd 

Real-time fluorescent RT-PCR 

kit for detecting SARS-CoV-2 

10/04/20 

Abbott Molecular Inc 

(United States of 

America) 

Abbott Australasia Pty Ltd 

Molecular Division  

Alinity m SARS-CoV-2 AMP Kit 27/08/20 

Where is the scientific evidence that states that PCR is an effective "diagnostic" tool 

given that the higher the cycle the more false positives are registered? 

Please be assured that testing for SARS-CoV-2 in all Australian states and territories, 

including Queensland, is consistent with the expert advice of the Public Health 

Laboratory Network (PHLN) and Communicable Diseases Network Australia (CDNA). 

This advice is based on analysis of all of the available scientific evidence and is 

continually updated as further information about the virus emerges over the course 

of the pandemic. 

Further information about these expert advisory groups and their publications about 

SARS-CoV-2 testing and management can be found at the following links 

Department of Health | Overview of the Public Health Laboratory Network (PHLN) 

Department of Health | Communicable Diseases Network Australia (CDNA) 

Their advice is consistent with World Health Organisation (WHO) advice and is 

regularly updated. For example, the WHO link provided in your email relates to the 

issue of potential false negative and false positive test outcomes when using reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RC-PCR) testing. The PHLN’s publication 

Public Health Laboratory Network Guidance on Nucleic Acid Test Result 

Interpretation for SARS-CoV-2 provides a comprehensive summary of this issue, and 

is available for your review at: 

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/publications/phln-guidance-on-nucleic-acid-test-

result-interpretation-for-sars-cov-2 
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Overview of diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2 

Diagnostic testing for SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes COVID-19) is vital to 

containing the COVID-19 pandemic in Australia. Nucleic acid tests (NAT), 

predominantly reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), are the 

primary methods used to detect SARS-CoV-2 in Australia. It is also the benchmark 

for acute diagnosis of COVID-19 infection. There is a range of NAT used in Australian 

laboratories, including: 

• In-house and commercial assays;

• Assays targeting different parts of the SARS-CoV-2 genome, including the N

gene, E gene, S gene, RdRp gene and Orf-1ab gene;

• Single gene target assays, or assays that detect multiple SARS-CoV genes in one

test.

SARS-CoV-2 NAT Reporting 

Due to the range of commercial and in-house RT-PCR tests available and the 

different viral genome targets for each, several reporting outcomes from a RT-PCR 

test for SARS-CoV-2 test are possible.   

• Positive or detected:

o the detection of SARS-CoV-2-specific target

• Negative or not detected:

o no detection of  SARS-CoV-2-specific target

• Presumptive positive:

o Several commercial and in-house RT-PCR tests for SARS-CoV-2 include both

Sarbeco subgenus and SARS-CoV-2-specific targets.

o The Sarbeco subgenus includes SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV-1 and several bat-

derived SARS-like viruses.

o Several commercial assays report the combination of a Sarbeco target

detection with a negative SARS-CoV-2-specific target as a presumptive

positive.

o As it is extremely unlikely SARS-CoV-1 or other SARS-like bat viruses are

circulating in the human population, a presumptive positive report most likely

indicates SARS-CoV-2 detection.

o Sarbeco subgenus only detections are most commonly found when the

amount of SARS-CoV-2target is near the lower limit of detection for the assay.

• Indeterminate or equivocal:

o Testing has produced discrepant results that cannot be resolved as either a

negative or positive despite repeat or further testing of the sample (e.g. testing

using a different RT-PCR assay or genetic sequencing).

o In this situation, the sample may be sent to a reference laboratory for further

testing and a repeat sample collection is recommended.

• Invalid:
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o There has been a failure of one or more test’s internal controls, such as

inhibition of the PCR reaction.

o In this situation, a repeat sample collection is recommended.

Test performance of SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR 

PCR assays are extraordinarily high-fidelity assays which are designed for maximal 

sensitivity and minimal off-target reactivity that benefit from a design process. This 

includes accurate in silico design of PCR primers and probes and use of extensive 

databases to identify high-fidelity target sequences with minimal potential off-target 

interactions. The formats used for PCR enhance fidelity, such as the use of nested, or 

hemi-nested PCR formats, or formats that include binding of a target-specific probe, 

potentially boosts specificity. The use of multiple gene targets within the same test, 

or reflex testing of positives samples with a second PCR test using a different gene 

target also increases specificity. Cumulatively, all these factors contribute to high 

specificity and make PCR assays the highest fidelity assays used in infectious 

disease diagnostics. Although PCR tests are the most accurate tests for detection of 

SARS-CoV-2, no test has 100% sensitivity or specificity in all clinical circumstances.   

Australian laboratories performing NAT are required to: 

• implement the National Pathology Accreditation Advisory Council’s (NPAAC)

Requirements for Medical Testing of Microbial Nucleic Acids quality framework.

This includes procedures to minimise the risk of false positive and false negative

tests,

• document procedures for reviewing suspected incorrect results, and

• retain records documenting contamination including the identified source of

contamination (if known), and measures taken to reduce the risk of such events in

the future.

Analytical accuracy of the PCR is therefore very high but clinical accuracy of the PCR 

is a function of the prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in the population being tested. A 

higher prevalence of SARS-COV-2 in the population, increases the pretest 

probability and the likelihood for detecting SARS-COV-2 RNA. This is reflected in a 

higher positive predictive value for the test. Conversely, even a very specific test will 

have a reduced positive predictive value if the population being tested has a very low 

prevalence of SARS-CoV-2. For example, if a test with a specificity of 99% is used to 

test symptomatic passengers on a cruise ship where the likelihood of infection is 

50%, the positive predictive value is 99% (i.e. for every 100 people with a positive 

test result, 99 people will have SARS-CoV-2 infection but 1 person without infection 

will have a false positive result). However, using the same test, if a low risk 

asymptomatic population is tested where the likelihood of infection is 5 in 10,000 (i.e. 

0.05%), the positive predictive value is 4.3% (i.e. for every 100 people with a positive 

test result, four to five will have SARS-CoV-2 infection but 95-96 people without 

infection will have a false positive result).  

The SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests used in Australia have very high specificities and the 

strategy of using a second and/or third SARS-CoV-2 PCR assay with different gene 

targets increases the specificity of the PCR even further. The combined SARS-CoV-2 
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PCR testing experience of the PHLN laboratories is that the false positive rate is 

extremely low.  

Test performance can be measured by: 

• Analytical sensitivity (the ability of the test to detect a pathogen when it is

present).

• Analytical specificity (the ability of a test to be negative when a pathogen is not

present).

• Clinical sensitivity (the proportion of people with infection who will have a positive

test).

• Clinical specificity (the proportion of people without the infection who will have a

negative test).

Clinical sensitivity 

All PCR tests have a lower limit of detection for SARS-CoV-2, below which they will 

return a negative result.  The amount of virus in a SARS-CoV-2 infected patient’s 

upper respiratory tract increases over several days before symptom onset to peak 

around the time of COVID-19 illness onset, and then reduce through the first week of 

illness. Upper respiratory tract specimens often become PCR negative toward the 

end of the first week of COVID-19 illness, but some remain PCR positive for several 

more weeks and a few remain PCR positive, usually with high cycle threshold (Ct) 

values, for several months. Therefore, a SARS-CoV-2 PCR test can be negative 

despite a person being symptomatic with COVID-19 and the longer into the illness, 

the more likely the SARS-CoV-2 PCR will be negative. Also, when the amount of 

virus in the sample is near the limit of detection for the SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR test, the 

result is very dependent on the sampling site and technique. Therefore, either a 

positive, presumptive positive, indeterminate or negative result can be recorded for 

the sample, or differing PCR results can be found between different samples. 

False negative and false positive SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR results 

PHLN emphasises the likelihood of false positive and false negative results occurring 

is very low.  Within the laboratory, false positive and false negative results may not 

always be easily identified, and laboratory staff, clinicians and/or public health 

physicians should remain vigilant. Indicators of false positive and false negative 

results include: 

• discrepant clinic-epidemiological findings;

• unexpected laboratory results (such as when an entire batch of or consecutive

samples test positive);

• erroneous results from external quality assurance programs;

• warnings from diagnostic companies about potential contaminated assays or

reagents; or

• when supplemental NATs or other diagnostics tests such as genomic sequencing

or serology do not concur with the initial NAT result.
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Sensitivity data from package inserts for 

1. Cobas 6800 2. Panther EUA/TMA and 3. GeneXpert

• – see below copied from package insert i.e. sections 

on analytical sensitivity and clinical evaluation. 

Analytical sensitivity using cultured virus serially diluted to determine limit of 

detection - see below (TCID=tissue culture infectious dose) 

Clinical evaluation 

“100 individual negative clinical samples and 50 contrived positive clinical samples” 

Performance against the expected results are:  

Positive Percent Agreement 50/50 = 100% (95% CI: 86.7% - 100%)  

Negative Percent Agreement 100/100 = 100% (95% CI: 96.3% - 100%) 

Clinical Performance 

The clinical performance of the Panther Fusion SARS-CoV-2 Assay was evaluated in 

comparison to a panel of contrived specimens. For the study, a panel of 178 remnant 

clinical 

nasopharyngeal specimens was tested using two Panther Fusion SARS-CoV-2 Assay 

reagent 

lots. All specimens were collected from US patients with signs and symptoms of 

respiratory 

infection. The panel consisted of 69 SARS-CoV-2 positive and 109 SARS-CoV-2 

negative 
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specimens. Of the 69 positive specimens, 45 were at concentrations 1-2x LoD and 

24 were at 

concentrations 3-5x LoD using inactivated cultured SARS-CoV-2 virus (USA-

WA1/2020; BEI 

Resources; NR-52281) as the target. 
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Published : https://jcm.asm.org/content/jcm/early/2020/04/17/JCM.00772-20.full.pdf 

Note that where the abstract refers to “lowest limit of detection” this refers to be able 

to detect the lowest viral load. i.e. ‘the Xpert Xpress had the lowest limit of detection 

(100% detection at 100 copies/mL), followed by 26 the ePlex (100% detection at 

1,000 copies/mL), and the ID NOW (20,000 copies/mL)’ 

Results include following 

Clinical performance 

Clinical testing was performed on 108 retrospective and prospective clinical 

specimens and was compared to the reference standard. The Xpert Xpress 

demonstrated a PPA of 98.3%, followed by the 

ePlex at 91.4% and the ID NOW at 87.9%. NPA was also calculated and was 100% 

for each platform evaluated (Table 2). One sample was invalid on the ID NOW and 

was not included in the calculations for this platform. When distribution of positive 

results was further evaluated across all three platforms, the Xpert Xpress detected a 

total of 57 positive results, followed by the ePlex at 53 and the ID NOW at 50. The 

ePlex also detected 3 positive results that were not detected by the ID NOW and the 

ID NOW detected 1 positive result that was not detected by the ePlex, but all 4 of 

these positive results were detected by the Xpert Xpress, as well as 4 additional 

positive results that were only detected by the Xpert Xpress. The ePlex and the ID 

NOW did not detect any additional results that were not detected by  the Xpert 

Xpress. One specimen that was positive on Panther fusion was not detected on all 3 

platforms. 

A total of eight discordant samples were found among the three sample-to-answer 

platforms evaluated, with ID NOW having the most discordant results (n=7), followed 

by the ePlex (n=5), and the Xpert Xpress (n=1). All discordant results were negative 

results as compared to a positive result from the reference method. When evaluating 

cycle threshold (Ct) values obtained from the reference method, A-24, which was the 

only discordant specimen by the Xpert Xpress assay, had a Ct value of 38.5, which 

would be considered a low viral load positive specimen. The ePlex exhibited negative 
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results with specimens that had Ct values ranging from 33.1- 38.5, while the ID now 

ranged 32- 38.5 (Table 3). 

• Abbreviations and definitions

• COVID-19: Coronavirus disease 2019. The name of the disease caused by the

virus SARS-CoV-2, as agreed by the World Health Organization, the World

Organisation for Animal Health and the Food and Agriculture Organization of

the United Nations. For more information, refer to the World Health Organization

Director-General’s remarks: (https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-

director-general-s-remarks-at-the-media-briefing-on-2019-ncov-on-11-february-

2020)

• SARS-CoV-2: Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. The

formal name of the coronavirus that causes COVID-19, as determined by the

International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses. Previously, this coronavirus

was commonly known as ‘novel coronavirus 2019 (2019-nCoV)’. For more

information, refer to the Consensus Statement of the Coronaviridae Study

Group of the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses.

Definition 

Confirmed case 
A confirmed case requires laboratory definitive evidence. 

Laboratory definitive evidence: 

1. Detection of SARS-CoV-2 by nucleic acid testing1;

OR

2. Isolation of SARS-CoV-2 in cell culture, with confirmation using a nucleic acid

test;

OR

3. SARS-CoV-2 IgG seroconversion or a significant increase in SARS-CoV-2

neutralising or IgG antibody level (e.g. four-fold or greater rise in titre)2.
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Saliva Background 

Saliva sampling for COVID-19 NAT(nucleic acid testing)has been considered by the 

Public Health Laboratory Network (PHLN), noting its advantages and disadvantages. 

Saliva testing for SARS-CoV-2 has been technically validated in numerous studies. 

Patients in saliva sample validation studies are often known positive inpatients 

hospitalised for COVID-19, and data on mild or asymptomatic cases is uncertain. 

Evaluation of saliva sample use has two components: •Validating NAT on saliva 

samples across multiple platforms. •Validating the sampling methods for saliva, 

including in-laboratory processing with VTM (viral transport medium) or other 

diluents. The techniques for saliva sample collection may vary across the studies but 

a consistent, uniform process has been established in Pathology QLD. Analysis 

Collection of saliva may be problematic in some groups such as young children or 

frail elderly, but possibly less so than nasal and oral swabs. Saliva sample positive 

test rates are 13-15 per cent less than matched swab samples. These data are 

derived from studies accessing known positive patients often with high viral load. 

This means that 13-15 per cent of infected patients are not detected by saliva 

sampling alone. The impact of this detection concern has not been addressed in 

cases with a low viral load.  

At the current time, rates of infection remain low in QLD, which means the impact of 

false negatives missing infrequent new positive cases is an important consideration. 

This therefore supports higher frequency of testing using this less sensitive 

diagnostic methodology. Therefore, the general principle would be to use less 

sensitive diagnostic methodologies more frequently to remedy rate of false 

negatives. When saliva and swab samples are obtained from a patient, and NAT 

performed, the saliva samples demonstrate significantly higher Ct values. This is 

indicative of lower viral load in saliva samples compared with matched nasal and oral 

swab samples. As a result, the amount of diagnostic material is less in saliva 

compared with nasal and oral swab samples. The significance of higher salivary Ct 

values in cases with low viral load has not been examined but would raise concern 

that false negative rates may be even higher. Saliva sample methodology for assays 

has not been NATA accredited and scope of accreditation has not yet been extended 

to any laboratories. NSWHP is however undertaking steps to comply with new NATA 

accreditation requirements. Performing testing of two different sample types (saliva 

and nasal/oral) will have impact upon laboratory workflows.  

For example: 

• Test codes and reporting criteria may need to be modified for different specimens.

• All these adaptations may complicate and adversely impact laboratory workflows

and compromise laboratory turn-around-times (TATs).
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The decision about approaches to sampling is underpinned by important 

considerations of consumer experience and compliance. Sample requirement is but 

one component for consideration and it is acknowledged that attending a clinic to 

provide a saliva sample maybe more palatable than “gold standard” upper 

respiratory tract swabbing. 

Saliva Recommendation 

Pathology Queensland recommends cautious acceptance of saliva sampling for 

COVID-19 testing ONLY in public health indicated circumstances. 

Quarantine Testing and Antigen Testing 

• We have moved to daily testing for our quarantine staff on saliva as daily NPA testing

is unacceptable

• Weekly NPAs are still done

• Saliva is a less sensitive sample compared to an NPA

• We accept some loss of sensitivity for saliva as repeated testing increases sensitivity

• PCR testing of both saliva and NPA samples for quarantine staff is being done with

acceptable TATs under 24 hours and is logistically manageable for the state

• PCR is the gold standard currently in use on NPA and saliva samples for quarantine

staff

• There are many different rapid antigen testing kits with various sensitivities,

specificities, costs and ease of use

• Rapid antigen tests are currently being validated in Queensland on NPA samples

• Validation will need to be done on saliva if they are to be used on these samples

• Validation studies are hampered by the low number of positives

Rapid Diagnostic test development 

• Genxpert Rapid PCR testing platforms can provide a result for COVID within 2 hours

• These platforms test for viral genetic material

• These systems are placed in all public laboratories and many private laboratories in

Queensland

• These systems are also in various remote clinics under care of the Kirby Institute in

Queensland

• Rapid antigen testing kits are currently being investigated for utility and sensitivity by

Pathology Queensland

• These kits test the the presence of the viral particles in samples

• These kits are not yet in use in Queensland

• The sensitivity of these kits is variable and is not at the level of PCR testing

• These kits would have a useful nice role Public Health physicians in outbreak

management in a remote or disaster situation and would need confirmation.

• A CHO Directive is currently being developed on the use of such kits
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• Pathology Queensland will continue to monitor and test any other new diagnostics as

they become available

Rapid Antigen Kits 

PHLN Documentation 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjVgZS

Uw_LuAhWkguYKHWxmAaoQFjABegQIBBAD&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rcpa.edu.au%2F

Library%2FCOVID-19-Updates%2FCOVID-19-Useful-Resources%2FDocs%2FPHLN-

Communicable-Diseases-Network-Australia-Joint&usg=AOvVaw0ffgo_U-jbE0zCmuXo1jJS 

RCPA Documentation 
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiBmaTQxvLuAhU2wjgGHRFDBV8QFjAC

egQIBBAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.rcpa.edu.au%2FNews-and-Media-Releases%2FMedia-Releases%2FDocs%2FRCPA-

advises-against-the-widespread-use-of-COV-(1)&usg=AOvVaw1R3f0oHV3uf2vNL3AB-Sq_ 

• Several Rapid antigen testing kits are currently being investigated for utility and

sensitivity by Pathology Queensland

• This is challenging in the face of very few new SARS-CoV-2 cases

• These kits test for the presence of the viral proteins in respiratory samples

• These kits are not yet in use in Queensland

• The sensitivity of these kits is variable and may not at the level of RT-PCR testing –

PCR testing remains the gold standard

• These kits may be appropriate for use in settings where RT-PCR is unavailable, or

prolonged turnaround times preclude clinical utility.

• These kits should not be used in settings or populations with low expected

prevalence of disease

• Rapid antigen tests may have a role in facilitating a rapid public health response for

outbreak management in a remote or disaster situation where/if PCR testing not

readily available

• Positive rapid antigen test results may be falsely positive and should be confirmed by

a PCR method.

• A CHO Directive is currently being developed on the use of such kits

• We are monitoring for any new diagnostic modalities that are listed on the ARTG as

TGA approved for diagnostic use in Australia, especially if they offer some material

advance over existing methods. PQ will continue to work with academic collaborators

to help develop new diagnostic technologies for SARS-CoV-2 wherever possible.
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Evidence Pathology Queensland NATA Accreditations 
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